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We suggest that the Standard Model can be viewed as the magnetic dual of a gauge theory featuring
only fermionic matter content. We show this by first introducing a Pati-Salam like extension of the
Standard Model and then relating it to a possible dual electric theory featuring only fermionic matter.
The absence of scalars in the electric theory indicates that the associated magnetic theory is free from
quadratic divergences. Our novel solution to the Standard Model hierarchy problem leads also to a
new insight on the mystery of the observed number of fundamental fermion generations by naturally
explaining why it has to be at least three.
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The Standard Model of high-energy physics provides a remarkably successful description of presently known
phenomena. Yet, one sector of the Standard Model remains still to be confirmed. This is the one responsible for the
generation of mass of all known elementary particles. The champion of this sector is the Higgs particle.
It is well known that quantum corrections to the Higgs mass are proportional to the cutoff squared of the Standard
Model. These corrections renders the model highly unnatural since a large fine tuning is needed to keep the mass
of the Higgs at the electroweak scale. The large fine tuning is due to the fact that the cutoff scale can be as large as
the Planck scale which is 1016 times larger than the electroweak scale. This is the famous hierarchy problem of the
Standard Model.
Two solutions stand out in the quest for a more natural Standard Model: Supersymmetry [1, 2] and Technicolor
[3, 4]. Supersymmetry renders scalars natural by linking them to their respective fermionic partners while in
Technicolor the Higgs sector of the Standard Model is replaced by a new gauge dynamics featuring fermionic matter.
Both solutions are still incomplete given that Supersymmetry requires the introduction of another sector needed to
break it, while Technicolor needs to be extended to account for the masses of the Standard Model fermions.
Here we put forward a novel solution to the hierarchy problem which makes use of gauge-gauge duality. We map
a suitable minimal extension of the Standard Model into a new gauge theory featuring only fermionic matter. In other
words the Standard Model is currently written in terms of magnetic fields and the dual electric description contains,
besides gauge bosons, only fermionic degrees of freedom. We will elucidate our idea using the investigations
on gauge-gauge duality presented in [5–8] and already used for relevant phenomenological predictions in [7].
This gauge-gauge duality framework was pioneered in a series of ground breaking papers by Seiberg [9, 10] for
supersymmetric gauge theories.
Quarks, leptons and the Higgs itself are degrees of freedom which are to be considered elementary in the magnetic
description, but arise as composite states in the dual electric variables. The reason why it has been natural to
introduce these states first when introducing the Standard Model is that the magnetic description is perturbative at
the electroweak energy scale while the electric one is strongly coupled rendering harder the identification with the
electrical variables. We will therefore make use of the fascinating possibility that asymptotically free gauge theories
have magnetic duals.
Experimentally three generations of quarks and leptons have been discovered with the left handed fields trans-
forming according to the doublet representation of the weak interactions and the right handed fields are singlets
with respect to the weak interactions. Electromagnetic interactions are felt by left and right transforming electrically
charged states. The Higgs sector of the Standard Model has not yet been experimentally established. To illustrate
how our basic idea can work we start with a more symmetric looking Standard Model matter content, which might
or might not be validated by future experiments, and summarized in Table I.
We indicate with qiα,c the two component left spinor where α = 1, 2 is the spin index, c = 1, ..., 3 is the color index
while i = 1, ...,N f represents the flavor. q˜α,ci is the two component conjugated right spinor. Similarly the leptonic fields
are summarized in the table with liα the two component left spinor and l˜
α,c
i the two component conjugated right spinor.
Here N f = 2ng with ng the number of Standard Model generations. The weak interactions are naturally embedded
within the flavor group SU(2ng)L × SU(2ng)R by opportunely gauging ng times the SU(2)L × U(1)Y subgroup. The
Higgs has been chosen to transform according to the bifundamental representation of SU(2ng)L × SU(2ng)R and
therefore is not the minimal choice but it is the most natural one here. We set SU(3) in between square brackets in
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2Fields [SU(3)] SU(N f )L SU(N f )R
q 1
q˜ 1
l 1 1
l˜ 1 1
H 1
TABLE I: We summarize here the Standard Model fermionic matter content. We have also generalized the Higgs
field H. SU(3) is the color gauge group and N f = 2ng with ng the number of fermion generations.
the table to indicate that this is the gauge group we are concentrating on to discuss how our gauge-gauge duality
may work. We therefore switch off the weak interactions for the time being. From Table I one is naturally led to
consider the leptons as the forth color of an extended color group [SU(4)]. This is the renowned Pati-Salam [11–13]
extension of the Standard Model generalized to N f /2 = ng generations. In Table II the spectrum of the Standard
Model is summarized with respect to the Pati-Salam SU(4) gauge group. We have now piα,C ( p˜
i
α,C) with C = 1, 2, 3
Fields [SU(4)] SU(N f )L SU(N f )R
p 1
p˜ 1
H 1
TABLE II: Fermion and Higgs matter content and their transformations with respect to the Pati-Salam SU(4)
gauge group.
representing the ordinary left-handed quarks (conjugated right spinors) while C = 4 are the leptons, and therefor
C is the vector index of the Pati-Salam group SU(4). The B − L symmetry is automatically embedded as one of the
generators of SU(4) [14]. This description of the Standard Model fields is, in practice, of book-keeping nature. To
upgrade this model to a more realistic one Pati and Salam introduced several new scalar degrees of freedom with the
hope that one day there might be a more profound understanding of the origin behind the scalar sector. Here, we will
not duel with the specific details of the scalar potential and the pattern of chiral symmetry breaking. Our primary
goal is to investigate if it is possible to construct a gauge dual of one of the simplest, and apparently unnatural,
extensions of the Standard Model free from the hierarchy problem. Therefore, we add only the minimum number
of matter fields allowing for such a possibility to manifest itself. We start by introducing the new complex scalars
Φp (Φ˜p˜) transforming according to the fundamental (antifunamental) representation of the [SU(4)] gauge group and
fundamental (antifundamental) representation of the first (second) flavor group.
At this point the spectrum of the theory is intriguingly close to the magnetic gauge dual envisioned in [8]. The states
to add are a magnetic Weyl fermion λm transforming according to the adjoint representation of [SU(4)] and a Weyl
fermion M transforming as the Higgs with respect to the non-abelian flavor group. Adding these states leads to the
spectrum reported in Table III. We also make explicit the global symmetries of the new theory which are constituted by
a new vector-like U(1)p and an axial one U(1)AF which is anomaly free. These global symmetries play a fundamental
role via the ’t Hooft anomaly conditions [15] in order to identify the correct electric theory. By determining the most
general set of solutions to these conditions, together with requiring consistent flavor decoupling and involution at
the level of the electric and magnetic gauge groups in [8] we argued that the natural nonsupersymmetric electric
dual theory is the one summarized in Table IV. In [8] we showed that it is possible to construct all the singlet states
of the magnetic theory as composites of the electric ones. The only state we need to add to the table of [8] is H which
corresponds naturally to the electric composite gauge singlet PλλP˜. It is remarkable that the electric dual theory
does not contain scalar degrees of freedom.
A careful analysis of the phenomenological predictions of this model will be presented elsewhere. However,
we can anticipate that since the magnetic extension of the Standard Model mimics the Pati-Salam one part of the
phenomenological analysis will resemble to the one already present in the literature (see for example [16]) .
Following [8] the dual electric gauge group is SU(2ng − 4) = SU(N f − 4). In order for the magnetic theory to be
3Fields [SU(4)] SU(N f )L SU(N f )R U(1)p U(1)AF
λm Adj 1 1 0 1
p 1 2ng−44 − 42ng
p˜ 1 − 2ng−44 − 42ng
Φp 1
2ng−4
4 −
2ng−4
2ng
Φ˜p˜ 1 − 2ng−44 −
2ng−4
2ng
M 1 0 −1 + 82ng
H 1 0 82ng
TABLE III: The high-energy complete magnetic spectrum including the fields of the Standard Model and their
Pati-Salam extension.
Fields
[
SU(2ng − 4)
]
SU(2ng)L SU(2ng)R U(1)p U(1)AF
λ Adj 1 1 0 1
P 1 1 − 2ng−42ng
P˜ 1 −1 − 2ng−42ng
TABLE IV: Electric dual of the magnetic Pati-Salam extension of the Standard Model whose spectrum is
summarized in Table III.
nonabelian we must have 2ng−4 ≥ 2 yielding the fundamental result that ng ≥ 3. Of course, if ng = 3 the electric gauge
group is SU(2) and we expect an enhanced accidental global symmetry to occur i.e. SU(2ng)L × SU(2ng)R × U(1)p ⊂
SU(4ng), however if ng > 3 the electric theory has the same global symmetries of the magnetic one. Requiring the
magnetic theory to remain asymptotically free we deduce the upper bound on the number of generations to be 6 and
therefore:
3 ≤ ng ≤ 6 . (1)
Interestingly duality can simultaneously render a Pati-Salam extension of the Standard Model natural and solve the
mystery of the phenomenological existence of, at least, three generations of quarks and leptons.
Our construction predicts the existence of few more matter fields around the energy scale where the Pati-Salam
extended color gauge group SU(4) appears. We expect this scale to be above the TeV scale. The reader will recognize
that our magnetic spectrum resembles a supersymmetric one, however, the magnetic theory is not supersymmetric
since we do not invoke supersymmetric relations among its spectrum and couplings [8].
The dual electric theory is expected to be strongly coupled at the energy scale where the magnetic one is weakly
coupled explaining why the quarks, the leptons and the Higgs seem elementary. Technically, the electric and magnetic
descriptions are supposed to describe the same physics when both reach an infrared stable fixed point. Breaking of
large distance conformality is therefore needed to ensure the occurrence of the phenomenologically viable pattern of
spontaneous symmetry breaking. Re-instating the electroweak gauge interactions can, for example, de-stabilize the
infrared fixed point but one could explore the introduction of new types of perturbations. In any event, the potential
of the scalar sector should also emerge naturally in such a way to provide the correct patterns of breaking from SU(4)
to SU(3) of color and the low energy decoupling of the magnetic degrees of freedom yet to be discovered.
There are many ways to depart from conformality and some of them do not need the introduction of relevant
operators. For example higher dimensional operators can achieve this. A well known example is the gauged
Nambu Jona Lasinio model in which the theory can break conformality because of the introduction of four-fermion
interactions (to be naturalized at a higher scale) [17]. Another possibility, as mentioned above, is the gauging of
the weak interactions. The introduction of the new couplings are expected to modify the running of the couplings
and eventually drive the theory away from the fixed points. Yet another possibility, as we have shown in [20], is to
introduce renormalizable interactions modifying the structure of the fixed points.
The Pati-Salam like extension of the Standard Model and our electric dual might not be unique and, in principle,
an even more minimal magnetic extension of the Standard Model with associated electric description could exist.
4Some caveats and further explanations are in order. Our results rely on the potential existence of gauge duals
for nonsupersymmetric gauge theories featuring only fermionic matter whose dual involves both fermions and
scalars. This type of duality has not yet been fully established for the theory presented here. There is, however, a
known example in nature. This is ordinary QCD. The dual theory of QCD is the theory of hadrons which features
composite fermions and scalars. Therefore nonsupersymmetric gauge theories can have dual gauge theories in a
fashion similar to QCD of supersymmetric examples. Arguably the first test for the possible existence of gauge duals
is the demonstration that the dual passes the ’t Hooft anomaly matching conditions. For the theory used here in [8] it
has been exhibit the infinite set of solutions of the ’t Hooft anomaly conditions for any number of flavors and colors.
We then required a number of universal (i.e. susy independent) constraints. Among these criteria the most relevant
ones are
• The involution condition. Dualizing the magnetic gauge group one recovers the electric one. The involution
constraint has been proven in the appendix of [8]. There it was showed that the magnetic theory (susy ad
nonsusy) must have a gauge group SU(X) with X = P(N f ) − N with N the number of colors of the electric
theory.
• Flavor decoupling. This condition requires and constrains the scalar spectrum for the magnetic dual theory.
However this condition does not require the coupling constants of the dual theory to respect any supersymmetric
condition. In fact gauge theories with identical UV spectrum but different couplings and potentials in the UV
possess, typically, different infrared physics.
• Consistency of the anomalous dimension constraints derived, for the electric theory, using only conformal
invariance [18, 19].
The introduced scalars in the magnetic theory are composite states of the electric degrees of freedom in the same way
that Seiberg’s postulated dual quarks are composite states of the electric quarks. A famous example is QCD itself
where many spin zero states emerge and are instrumental to explain the low energy physics of QCD.
Furthermore in [20] it has been shown that the magnetic dual theory envisioned in [8] possesses several infrared
nonsupersymmetric fixed points. We have also shown the remarkable result that Seiberg’s fixed point can emerge
from nonsupersymmetric ultraviolet couplings couplings. These results allow us to be more confident about the
envisioned duality since they suggest that one can achieve infrared trustable fixed points with scalars and fermions
without supersymmetry. Our result have been further confirmed by the recent analysis of Grinstein and Uttayarat
in [21]. These authors also claim that scalars without supersymmetry are light at fixed points.
These recent results indirectly support the existence of gauge duals for nonsupersymmetric gauge theories sup-
porting the envisioned realization of the Standard Model presented here.
Our results suggest the existence of a novel and elegant solution of the time-honored hierarchy problem in high-
energy physics leading also to a new insight on the mystery of the experimental obervation of, at least, three
generations of fundamental matter in nature.
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